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A group of a dozen or more maquettes owes its origin to an unrealised commission for Impington Village College, in 
Cambridgeshire. When the educationalist Henry Morris approached Moore, in the 1930s, it was with an inspirational 

vision to create a centre for the surrounding villages, designed by the architect Walter Gropius, to integrate art, 
music, lectures, plays and films into everyday life. Moore instantly lighted upon the subject of the family, as most 

appropriate. Although funds proved insufficient to fulfil the project at the time, the idea took root. In 1944, Morris 
again contacted Moore, who began to make sketches, then maquettes of family groups. Some were intended to be 

enlarged as bronze sculptures, but most were envisaged as stone carvings, Moore’s preferred medium for Impington. 
After nine months’ work, however, the project foundered, partly through lack of money, and partly due to the 

Education Authority’s lack of enthusiasm for Moore’s maquettes. Some years later, the ideas were developed as two 
significant commissions: Family Group (1948-9), in bronze for Barclay School in Stevenage, and Family Group

(1954-5), in stone for Harlow New Town.1 

Contemplating the Impington commission, Moore filled two sketchbooks with family groups. The compositions varied 
between one- and two-children families, with the children (of different ages) seated or standing. Some are more 
abstract than others, some figures contain holes, others have vestigial or split heads. The female figure is often 

swathed in a shawl or dress, and sometimes a blanket is draped, tenderly, over both figures’ knees. Moore regarded 
these sketches not only as generating ideas for sculpture but as a means of clarifying the subject in his mind: with a 

battery of possibilities before him, he could choose which to refine and take forward. In conversation with David 
Sylvester, Moore later identified the family group as his last significant subject to be developed through this process 

of drawing. 2 

 1 See Moore, in Alan Wilkinson (ed.), Henry Moore: Writings and Conversations (Aldershot: Lund Humphries,
2002), p. 89, 273-5. 

 2 Henry Moore in ‘Henry Moore Talking to David Sylvester’ (7 June 1963), BBC Third Programme. See also Alice 
Correia, ‘Maquette for Family Group 1945 by Henry Moore OM, CH’, Tate Research Publications (2014)



Verso: Study for Family Group

Family Group, 1945 (LH½38) an example of one the compositions developed from the sketchbooks.


